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ABSTRACT 
 

Here we describe an architecture for an intelligent 
distribution agent being designed for the Navy. This 
autonomous software agent will implement global 
workspace theory, a psychological theory of 
consciousness. As a result, it can be expected to react to 
novel and problematic situations in a more flexible, more 
human-like way than traditional AI systems. If 
successful, it will perform a function, namely billet 
assignment, heretofore reserved for humans. The 
architecture consists of a more abstract layer overlying a 
multi-agent system of small processors. The mechanisms 
implementing the architecture are quite varied and 
diverse, and are drawn mostly from the “new”  AI. This 
paper is intended as a progress report. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
For most of its four decades of existence, artificial 

intelligence has devoted its attention primarily to 
studying and emulating individual functions of 
intelligence. During the last decade, researchers have 
expanded their efforts to include systems modeling a 
number of cognitive functions (Albus, 1991, 1996; 
Ferguson, 1995; Hayes-Roth, 1995; Jackson, 1987; 
Johnson and Scanlon, 1987; Laird, Newall, and 
Rosenbloom, 1987; Newell, 1990; Pollack, 1989; 
Riegler, 1997; Sloman, 1995). There’s also been a 
movement in recent years towards producing systems 
situated within some environment (Akman, 1998; 
Brooks, 1990; Maes, 1990b). Some recent work of the 
first author and his colleagues have combined these two 
trends by experimenting with cognitive agents (Bogner, 
Ramamurthy, and Franklin to appear; Franklin and 
Graesser forthcoming; McCauley and Franklin, to 
appear; Song and Franklin , forthcoming; Zhang, 
Franklin and Dasgupta, 1998; Zhang et al, 1998).  This 
paper briefly describes the architecture of one such 
agent. It’s intended as a progress report. 

By an autonomous agent (Franklin and Graesser 
1997) we mean a system situated in, and part of, an 
environment, which senses that environment, and acts on 
it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda. It acts in such 
a way as to possibly influence what it senses at a later 
time. That is, the agent is structurally coupled to its 
environment (Maturana 1975, Maturana and Varela 
1980). Biological examples of autonomous agents 
include humans and most animals. Non-biological 
examples include some mobile robots, and various 
computational agents, including artificial life agents, 
software agents and computer viruses. Here we’ ll be 
concerned with autonomous software agents ‘ living’  in 
real world computing systems.  

Such autonomous software agents, when equipped 
with cognitive (interpreted broadly) features chosen from 
among multiple senses, perception, short and long term 
memory, attention, planning, reasoning, problem solving, 
learning, emotions, moods, attitudes, multiple drives, 
etc., will be called cognitive agents (Franklin 1997). 
Such agents promise to be more flexible, more adaptive, 
more human-like than any currently existing software 
because of their ability to learn, and to deal with novel 
input and unexpected situations. But, how do we design 
such agents?  

On3 way is to model them after humans. We’ve 
chosen to design and implement such cognitive agents 
within the constraints of the global workspace theory of 
consciousness, a psychological theory that gives a high-
level, abstract account of human consciousness and 
broadly sketches it architecture (Baars, 1988, 1997). 
We’ ll call such agents “conscious”  software agents.  
Global workspace theory postulates that human 
cognition is implemented by a multitude of relatively 
small, special purpose processes, almost always 
unconscious. (It's a multiagent system.) Coalitions of 
such processes find their way into a global workspace 
(and into consciousness). This limited capacity 
workspace serves to broadcast the message of the 
coalition to all the unconscious processors, in order to 
recruit other processors to join in handling the current



 
Figure 1. Preconscious IDA Architecture 

 
 
novel situation, or in solving the current problem. All 
this takes place under the auspices of contexts: goal 
contexts, perceptual contexts, conceptual contexts, 
and/or cultural contexts. Each context is, itself, a 
coalition of processes. There's much more to the theory, 
including attention, learning, action selection, and 
problem solving. Conscious software agents should 
implement the major parts of the theory, and should 
always stay within its constraints. 

 
IDA’s ARCHITECTURE 

 
IDA (Intelligent Distribution Agent), is to be such a 

conscious software agent developed for the Navy. At the 
end of each sailor’s tour of duty, he or she is assigned to 
a new billet. This assignment process is called 
distribution. The Navy employs some 200 people, called 
detailers, full time to effect these new assignments. 
IDA’s task is to facilitate this process, by playing the role 
of detailer as best she can. 

Designing IDA presents both communication 
problems and constraint satisfaction problems. She must 
communicate with sailors via email and in natural 
language, understanding the content. She must access a 
number of databases, again understanding the content. 
She must see that the Navy’s needs are satisfied, for 
example, the required number of sonar technicians on a 
destroyer with the required types of training. She must 
hold down moving costs. And, she must cater to the 
needs and desires of the sailor as well as is possible. 

Here we’ ll briefly describe a design for IDA 
including a high level architecture and the mechanisms 
by which it’s to be implemented. While the mechanisms 
will be referenced individually as they occur, brief 
accounts of each can be found in Artificial Minds 
(Franklin 1995). With the help of diagrams we’ ll 
describe a preconscious version of IDA, and then discuss 
the additional mechanisms needed to render her 
conscious. 
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IDA will sense her world using three different 
sensory modalities. She’ ll receive email messages, she’ ll 
read database screens and, eventually, she’ ll sense via 
operating system commands and messages. Each sensory 
mode will require at least one knowledge base and a 
workspace. The mechanism here will be based loosely on 
the Copycat Architecture (Hofstadter1995; Hofstadter  
and Mitchell 1994; Zhang et al 1998). Each knowledge 
base will be a slipnet, a fluid semantic net. The 
workspace (working memory) will allow perception 
(comprehension), a constructive process. See the right 
side of Figure 1 for five such pairs. Each, other than the 
email, will understand material from a particular 
database, for example personnel records, a list of job 
openings, a list of sailors to be assigned. Sensing the 
operating system isn’ t present in Preconscious IDA. 

Note that each of IDA’s senses is an active sense, 
like our vision rather than our hearing. They require 
actions on IDA’s part before sensing can take place, for 
example reading email or accessing a database. IDA 
selects her actions by means of an enhanced version of 
the behavior net (Maes 1990a; Song and Franklin 
forthcoming). See Figure 1. The behavior net is a 
directed graph with behaviors as verticies and three 
different kinds of links along which activation spreads. 
Activation originates from internal, explicitly 
represented drives, from IDA’s understanding of the 
external word through the Focus, and from internal 
states. The behavior whose activation is highest among 
those with all prerequisites satisfied becomes the next 
goal context as specified in global workspace theory. The 
several small actions typically needed to complete a 
behavior are taken by codelets, of which more later. 

IDA’s behaviors are partitioned into streams, the 
connected components of the digraph, each in the service 
of one or more drives. Streams of behaviors are like 
plans, except that they may not be linear, and might well 
be interrupted during their execution or possibly not 
completed. Examples of IDA’s streams include Access 
EAIS, Access Personnel Record, Offer Assignments, 
Send Acknowledgement, Produce Orders.  

IDA is very much a multi-agent system, the agents 
being the codelets that underlie all the higher level 
constructs and that ultimately perform all of IDA’s 
actions. The term was taken from the Copycat system. 
Their organization and structure were inspired by 
pandemonium theory (Jackson 1987), though there are 
significant differences. We’ve mentioned the codelets 
that underlie behaviors. Others underlie slipnet nodes 
and perform actions necessary for constructing IDA’s 
understanding of an email message or of a database 
screen (Zhang et al 1998). Still other codelets will play a 
vital role in consciousness, as we’ ll see below. Codelets 
come in two major varieties. The demon codelets are 
always active, looking for opportunities where they 
become relevant. Instantiated codelets are generated by 
demon codelets. Their variables are bound in order that 
they can perform a particular task. When the task is 

done, they disappear. The codelets are represented in 
Figure 1 by a long box at the bottom, since they underlie 
essentially everything else. 

Having gathered all relevant information, IDA must 
somehow select which assignments she’ ll offer a given 
sailor. See the lower left of Figure 1. Being a constraint 
satisfaction problem, considerable knowledge will be 
required to make these selections. This knowledge could 
be in the form of a traditional, rule-based expert system, 
but more likely will be implemented in some form 
suitable for reinforcement learning. The constraint 
satisfaction mechanism will be housed in the selection 
module. The choice of mechanism for it is currently 
being researched. A stream of behaviors will set the 
selection mechanism in motion when appropriate. 

IDA’s emotion module (McCauley and Franklin 
1998), like a human’s, provides a multi-dimensional 
method for ascertaining how well she’s doing. We’ ll 
experiment with building in mechanisms for emotions. 
Examples might include anxiety at not understanding a 
message, guilt at not responding to a sailor in a timely 
fashion, and annoyance at an unreasonable request from 
a sailor. Emotions in humans and in IDA influence all 
decisions as to action (Damasio 1994). IDA’s action 
selection will be influenced by emotions via their effect 
on drives. Including emotional capabilities in non-
biological autonomous agents is not a new idea (Bates, 
Loyall, and Reilly 1991, Sloman and Poli 1996, Picard 
1997). Some claim that truly intelligent robots or 
software agents can’ t be effectively designed without 
emotions. 

As a glance at Figure 1 shows, IDA has a number of 
different memories. The offer memory is a traditional 
database that keeps track of the assignments IDA has 
offered various sailors. The template memory is another 
that holds the various templates that IDA uses compose 
commands to access databases or issue orders, and to 
compose messages to sailors. IDA’s intermediate term 
memory acts as an episodic memory, providing context 
for email messages and for the contents of database 
screens. It’ ll be implemented as a case-based memory to 
facilitate case-based learning at a later stage. IDA’s 
associative memory does what you’d expect. It 
associates memories, emotions and actions with 
incoming percepts and with outgoing actions. It’s 
implemented by an extension of sparse distributed 
memory (Kanerva 1988).  

The operation of these last two, more complex, 
memory systems deserves more explanation. As IDA’s 
most recent percept reaches the perception register (See 
Figure 2) having been constructed (comprehended)  

When the most recent perception register is filled by 
one of the perception modules, several events occur in 
simulated parallel. Activation is sent to the behavior net, 
that is, the environment influences action selection. The 
associative memory is read using the percept as the cue. 
Since sparse distributed memory is content addressable, 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. IDA’s Focus 
 
 
associations with the percept, including an emotional 
overtone and an action previously taken in a similar 
situation are typically returned into an expanded copy of 
the perception registers (see Figure 2). These 
associations also activate the behavior net and the 
emotion module. Associations influence action selection. 
At the same time intermediate term memory is read with 
the same cue. The most similar case is returned, again 
with emotion and action, into yet another copy of the 
expanded perception registers. In the full version, 
consciousness will come into play at this point. Now, an 
action and an emotion are selected into the two 
remaining copies of the expanded perception registers 
along with the current percept. Each is then written to its 
appropriate memory. IDA has processed a single percept. 

A similar, but simpler process takes place with 
IDA’s actions. Recall that IDA can consult databases, 
compose and send email and orders, and later, try to 
protect herself from system crashes. An action is taken as 
a result of a behavior being activated, or perhaps a 
stream of behaviors. Often the last behavior in such a 
stream causes the action to be placed, with other 
information, in the writing registers of the focus. See 
Figure 2. This results in the action being written to both 
associative and intermediate-term memory. Thus the 
action will be available to help set a context for future 
percepts, and for learning as will be discussed below. 

Our brief description of the preconscious form of IDA 
is as complete as it’s going to be in this short paper. She 
could well be implemented as described, and should be 
expected to work reasonably well. She would not, 
however, show the kind of flexibility and more human-
like behavior in the face of novel or problematic 
situations that was claimed in the third paragraph of this 
paper. To accomplish this, and to implement global 
workspace theory, will require a fair amount more 
machinery.  

Global workspace theory postulates the contents of 
consciousness to be coalitions of codelets shined on by a 
spotlight. Imagine a codelet workspace populated by 
many active codelets each working, unconsciously and in 

parallel, on its own agenda.  The spotlight seeks out 
coalitions of codelets that arise from novel or 
problematic situations. When the spotlight picks out 
some coalition of codelets, the information contained 
therein is broadcast to all the codelets, active or not. The 
idea is to recruit resources, that is, relevant codelets to 
help in dealing with the situation. It seems that in 
humans almost any resource may be relevant depending 
on the situation. The global workspace method attacks 
the problem of finding the relevant resources by brute 
force. Broadcast to them all. IDA will use this method. 
To do so, she’ ll need a coalition manager, a spotlight 
controller, and a broadcast manager (Bogner, 
Ramamurthy, and Franklin to appear). 

Metacognition includes knowledge of one’s own 
knowledge and cognitive processes, and the ability to 
actively monitor and consciously regulate them. 
Metacognition is important for humans since it guides 
people to select, evaluate, revise, and abandon cognitive 
tasks, goals, and strategies (Hacker 1997). If we want to 
build more human-like software agents, we’ ll need to 
build metacognition into them. 

Following Minsky’s terminology (1985) let’s partition 
IDA’s “brain”  into two parts, the A-brain and the B-
brain. The A-brain performs all cognitive activities. Its 
environment is the outside world, a dynamic, but limited, 
real world environment. The B-brain, sitting on top of 
the A-brain, monitors and regulates the A-brain. The B-
brain performs all metacognitive activities; its 
environment is the A-brain’s activities. IDA’s 
metacognition module will be implemented using a 
classifier system (Holland 1986) in order that it may 
learn. 

Metacognition isn’ t the only IDA module that can 
learn. Codelets learn a la pandemonium theory by 
forming associations (Jackson 1987). Two codelets that 
share time in the consciousness spotlight either create or 
strengthen an association between them. The strength of 
this association can effect the likelihood of their being 
together in a coalition at a later time. These associations 
can eventually spark the learning of “concept”  codelets, 
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coalitions of codelets that are chunked together into a 
higher level codelet.  

Yet another form of learning is provided by IDA’s 
associative memory. Its sparse distributive memory 
mechanism learns associations as a side effect of its 
structure.  

IDA’s intermediate term memory uses case-based 
memory in order that more sophisticated concepts and 
behaviors can be learned via case-based learning 
(Kolodner 1993; Bogner, Ramamurthy, and Franklin to 
appear). This kind of learning takes place as a result of 
interactions with sailors or with a human detailer to 
which IDA is apprenticed. New concepts learned in this 
way appear as new nodes in a slipnet, while new 
behaviors appear as a part of  learned streams in the 
behavior net. In each case, both new links and new 
underlying codelets must also be learned. Learned 
concepts, behaviors, links and codelets are all modeled 
after existing concepts, behaviors, links and codelets 
respectively. The current situation is compared to that of 
the most similar case retrieved from intermediate term 
memory, and the concepts, behaviors, links and codelets 
modified so as to accommodate the differences between 
the two cases. Cases resulting in learned concepts and 
behaviors typically will result from human interactions. 
Research on this learning strategy is ongoing. 

Consciousness will play a critical role in all theses 
different modes of learning. Associations between 
codelets are learned or strengthened only as a result of 
shared time in consciousness. The contents of the focus 
are written to associative and intermediate term memory 
only after having come to consciousness. And, dialogue 
with humans from which learning occurs is only initiated 
as a result of conscious recognition of an unknown word, 
or an unfamiliar situation. Learning in the selection 
knowledge base and metacoginitive learning will also 
result from consciousness. All of IDA’s learning takes 
place as a result of her consciousness apparatus. 

 
FURTHER WORK 

 
Designing IDA’s architecture is only the bare 

beginnings of a complete implementation. A tremendous 
amount of knowledge acquisition and representation 
must be accomplished. Let’s quickly outline what’s 
needed.  

The various slipnets on the perception side must be 
created. They’ ll be of two different kinds, database and 
email. A database slipnet must know about each possible 
value of each field. In order of magnitude estimates, each 
of the dozen database records will contain a dozen fields 
each with a dozen values. Large and relatively complex 
slipnets will be needed. Information gathering for these 
slipnets has begun. 

An even larger and more complex slipnet will be 
required to help understand email messages from sailors 
in natural language. The range of topics that can appear, 
while bounded, is quite varied. They will include issues 

such a geography, sea or shore duty, job description, 
training, rating, level of responsibility, housing, 
education for children, vocational opportunities for 
spouses, etc. Still another complex slipnet will know 
about interpreting messages from a human detailer to 
whom IDA is apprenticed. These messages, again in 
natural language, will be critical to her learning. 

On the behavior side, drives must be determined, and 
streams of behavior designed to bring about the needed 
actions. One behavior stream will be needed to consult 
each database, another to acknowledge messages, 
another to compose and send messages to a sailor, a 
different one for messages to a detailer, one to write 
orders, etc. The behavior net will also be large and 
complex. Work on it has begun. 

The selection knowledge base will require knowledge 
engineering with a human detailer, as well as being 
added to by learning during an apprenticeship, yet 
another major task. 

How is such a daunting task justified? From the 
author’s point of view, the IDA project is a proof-of-
concept project for conscious software. We expect it to 
lead us to further knowledge of both human and agent 
cognition. We also expect it to show that conscious 
software can perform tasks heretofore reserved only for 
humans. From the Navy’s point of view, the two hundred 
odd human detailers cost something like $20,000,000 per 
year. There’s lot’s of room for the kind of savings IDA 
promises. 
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